The right solution for every application
KWM Weisshaar Karl Weisshaar Ing. GmbH consists of five business units which include
Engineering, Sheet Metal-Working, Joining & Welding, Assembly and Logistics. The systems
supplier covers the entire process chain in metal-working. With over 500 employees, the
company is one of the largest suppliers in the field of sheet metal-working. KWM Weisshaar
supplies almost all the main branches of industry, e.g. printing machines, automotive, the
food industry, rail vehicles, general mechanical engineering, cleanroom and medical technology. The Welding production division comprises a team of over 60 qualified and certified
employees. The welding engineers in charge have used equipment made by ESS and DINSE
for many years.
The WIG welding department at KWM
Weisshaar uses the DC Inverter from the
ESS TransTig series and the DC and AC
Inverters from the SquareArc product
line. For MIG/MAG processes, the company uses conventional, step-controlled
machines such as the SynMag and
the multifunction inverter from the E4
Series with pulse arc.
“We process the entire spectrum of construction steels, from low alloy through
to CrNi high-alloy steels and aluminum.
ESS has the right machine for each of
View of welding shop for large parts
our welding applications,” explains
Simon Baumgart, welding engineer in charge of quality assurance at KWM Weisshaar. “Many of our welds are performed
manually. But the percentage of automated welding is steadily
on the increase. The majority of around 170 power sources
which we use here come from ESS. We have purchased power
sources from this manufacturer for over 35 years and know of
no other competitor product which is as robust and reliable.
We have next to no failures and we achieve full production
capacity. That really is quality which pays off in every aspect,”
explains Andreas Bödi, Head of Welding.
New welding cell with fully compatible process/equipment
combination

A complete and convincing system:
the ESS WIG Inverter TransTig 3704,
DINSE MIG/MAG Inverter DIX PI 500
with WDE 312 controller, WD 300
wire feeder and TETZ 400 WIG torch.
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As systems supplier covering the entire process chain for sheet
metal, KWM Weisshaar is introducing robot welding more
and more. Last year, one of the robot cells was completely retooled. After using power sources from various manufacturers
during a trial period, the company opted for the latest generation WIG power sources, the ESS TransTig 3704 and the
DINSE DIX PI 500 MIG/MAG Inverter.
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“We wanted the latest state of the art and maximum flexibility. That’s why we decided in favour
of these two machines,“ explains Bödi. In the past, we needed a WIG and two MIG/MAG power
sources to meet all our welding requirements. Now these two power sources cover all our needs.
“We can weld seams to meet any requirement. The two machines cover the entire performance
range. At the same time, the legends and icons are identical. This simplifies operation tremendously and makes training quicker and easier. Another advantage is that the sales and technical
support that comes from a single source. “During the retooling process, we received competent
support from technical consultants Heiko Hedderoth and Harald Rettweiler, who are responsible
for both DINSE and ESS.”
Client-specific arcs to fit every welding application
“The ESS TransTig offers us so many benefits when it comes
to welding technology,” says Herbert Geier, who is in charge
of the robot cell. With its 20 kHz technology, the newly developed RTT (Rapid Tig Technology) pulse process produces
a highly stable and extremely focused WIG arc. It permits
welding with times that are up to 25% faster. “The heat
Higher productivity and narrow visible
affected zone is very narrow which minimizes spatter and tar- seams using RTT
nishing. We can even weld thin sheet metal or workpieces with
poor component accessibility quickly, cleanly and without
delay. There is a significant
reduction in rework requiring by pickling and grinding.
This saves time and money,”
explains the experienced
technician. The DIX PI 500
for MIG/MAG welding also
convinced KWM Weisshaar. The special MIG/MAG RMT process can
Its RMT (Rapid MIG/MAG weld almost spatter-free, with very
Technology) in this power little tarnishing and significantly less
rework
pulse also includes a topclass pulse process. “Thanks to RMT I have many more options
available to react to the customer’s special requirements,” emphasises Geier. A remote control panel makes the power source
especially user-friendly. “Operation is intuitive. Here, DINSE has
created a great plug-and-play solution which offers much more
safety and flexibility,” says Geier. “The two machines allow us to
Herbert Geier regulates the DIX PI model the perfect arc for each welding application. We obtain
500 with the remote panel
much better welding
results this way,“ he explains enthusiastically.
Compact lightweight machine with precise wire feed
In the MIG/MAG department, all the torches and wire
feed systems are from DINSE. “We have purchased
DINSE exclusively for many years.
It is practical to procure the complete equipment for
a single source,” says Bödi. “In addition we are totally
convinced about the quality all along the line. And we
can master welding applications which gave us headaches in the past.”
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Welders using the MPZ 600 with push-pull drive
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Decanters are complex geometrical components which are difficult to weld. The push-pull drive of the MPZ 600 allows the
precise and continuous feed of the welding wire. The result is a
spatter-free, even welding seam

For an example the welding of complex geometrical components such as decanters or air filter
housings made of CrNi steel is no longer a headache. Tight radii and bends severely hamper
accessibility to weld joints. And constant wire feed must still be ensured over a long distance.
For this problem the MPZ 600 with a Push-Pull drive is the best solution. The drive system is not
located at the torch head but is repositioned at the rear. This reduces the weight of the welding torch and also allows excellent accessibility to the component. The Push-Pull unit is fixed to
a support. The intermediate hose package can come in lengths of up to 8m. „The equipment
combines the lightweight compact housing of a conventional hand-held welding torch with
all the benefits of the integrated Push-Pull wire feed. This allows soft, bend-sensitive wires
to be fed over long distances, permitting the precise, continuous feed of the welding wire,
even in a radius. The results are absolutely convincing. For this reason, we are retro fitting with
other torches of this type,” assures Bödi.
“KWM Weisshaar supplies quality which is immediately
noticeable in the welding seams. DINSE and ESS give us
decisive support here. In my opinion, there is no other
alternative that makes better welds and is more efficient
for our production range,” concludes Simon Baumgart.
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from left to right Simon Baumgart (Quality Assurance, SFI), Andreas Bödi (Head
of Welding), Harald Rettweiler (Technical Consultant, DINSE)
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